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Introduction 

The measurement of beta, which represents the system risk of portfolio, is the core of 

the modern financial theory after the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) was 

proposed by Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965). The CAPM indicates that the 

expected return of portfolio is only determined by its sensitivity to the overall market. 

We can control the risk of portfolio through its beta and then arrange a suitable 

composition of our portfolio according to our preference for risk. However, many 

academic studies show that the beta alone fails to describe realized portfolio returns in 

the last few decades. It raises a topic to re-think the concept of beta. 

 

Before discussing the beta, we think first what determines the price of portfolio. The 

classical discounted present value formula says that the price of portfolio is 

summarized by its cash dividend and cost of capital under the assumption that these 

two factors are time-invariant. The price may rise (drop) because of the increasing 

(decreasing) of cash flows or the decreasing (increasing) of the cost of capital. The 

Gordon Model (1962) extends this relation by assuming time-varying cash dividends 

with a constant dividend growth rate; however, it is still difficult to identify the price 

of portfolio with the time-varying growth rate and discount rate.  

 

Campbell and Shiller (1989) take a log-linear approximation to an accounting identity 

of log return, and then develop a dividend ratio model that allows change in dividend 

and discount rate through time. This model might be identified as a dynamic version 

of the Gordon Model. Campbell (1991) continues to extend this work and decompose 

the portfolio return into components due to the forecasts of cash flow and discount 

rate. In particular, Campbell decomposes the unexpected return into two components, 
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which are the changes in rational expectations of future dividends and future return. 

The former is called “news about future cash flow” and the latter is “news about 

discount rate”. 

 

The decomposition of return makes it possible to analysis the sensitivities of portfolio 

returns to different types of news. In other words, it gives us a method to find out 

different concepts of beta. Campbell and Mei (1993) use this framework to break 

portfolio return into components attributable to news about future cash flows, real 

interest rate, and excess return, and then they calculate the betas of individual 

components with the aggregate market. 

 

On the other hand, we can also impose return decomposition into aggregate market 

and break the market return into news about future cash flow and news about future 

discount rate. According to the covariance between individual news components and 

portfolio returns, we can calculate different types of betas as proposed by Campbell 

and Vuolteenaho (2004). They argue that the single beta of CAPM should be 

decomposed into two different betas, a cash-flow beta and a discount-rate beta. The 

cash-flow beta is also called “Bad Beta” and the discount-rate beta is “Good Beta”. 

The cash-flow beta is a bad beta because poor returns driven by decreases in cash 

flow purely present wealth loss. The discount-rate beta is a good beta, not in absolute 

terms, but relative to bad beta because poor return driven by increases in discount rate 

now will be compensated by improved prospect for future returns. Campbell and 

Vuolteenaho (2004) also prove that investors will demand higher risk premium to 

hold bad beta than good beta portfolios. Their argument fits the inter-temporal capital 

asset pricing model (ICAPM) proposed by Merton (1973) that the cash-flow beta 

should be greater if the investor is conservative. 
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Here, we follow the work of Campbell and Vuolteenaho (2004) to study the beta 

decomposition. First, we decompose the unexpected market return into the news 

about cash flow and the news about discount rate. With these two different news 

factors, we can estimate the sensitivities of different portfolios to the overall market 

and separate the market beta of specific portfolios into a bad beta and a good beta.  

 

As same with the results of Campbell (1991), the discount-rate news also dominates 

the volatility of Taiwan stock market. Investors seem to so intensively seek future 

growth that effect of cash dividends for them is lower than that we expect especially 

in our early sample period. Although cash-flow betas are unusual low, they have been 

still climbing during last twenty years. The electronics and finance industries have 

highest discount-rate beta to reflect that they are focus of investors in Taiwan stock 

market. The electronics industry also has lowest cash-flow beta, even be negative at 

most of time, because they are the representatives of growth stocks in Taiwan stock 

market what investors often lavish their kindness. 

 

Our purpose here is to investigate the different beta compositions of individual 

industries in Taiwan stock market and their time-series evolution during the last 

twenty years. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the 

methodologies about beta decomposition, news estimation, and beta estimation. 

Section 3 explains the data construction for our empirical analysis and section 4 

presents and discusses our empirical results of beta decompositions for different 

industry portfolios. Section 5 performs the robust check for our empirical results. 

Section 6 is our conclusion. 


